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Least squares methods are of common use when one
needs to approximate a function based on its noiseless or noisy observation at
n scattered points by a simpler function chosen in an m dimensional space with
m less than n. Depending on the context, these points may be randomly drawn
according to some distribution, or deterministically selected by the user.
This talk will survey some recent results on the stability and approximation
properties of weighted least squares method, in relation with the spatial
distribution of the sampling. One of our main finding is that an optimal random
sampling strategy can be defined by means of the Christoffel function associated
with the space where the approximation is searched. Here, optimal means that
near-best approximation properties are achieved at the prize of a number of
sample n larger than m only by a logarithmic factor.
One principal motivation is the application to high-dimensional approximation
problems, such as coming PDEs with random input parameters. Motivated
by this setting, we also discuss how the optimal sampling can be practically
generated and incrementally updated when the approximation spaces are
adaptively selected.
This is a joint work with Giovanni Migliorati.
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